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Abstract 
Real-time and hybrid systems have been studied so far under the assumption of finite 
variability. In this paper, we consider models in which systems exhibiting finite divergence can 
also be analysed. In such systems the state of the system can change infinitely often in a finite 
time. This kind of behaviour arises in many representations of hybrid systems, and also in 
theories of nonlinear systems. The aim, here, is to provide a theory where pathological 
behaviour such as finite divergence can be analysed - if only to pvoue that it does not occur in 
systems of interest. 
Finite divergence is studied using the framework of duration calculus. Axioms and proof 
rules are given. Patterns of occurrence of divergence are classified into dense divergence, 
accumulative divergence and discrete divergence by appropriate axioms. Induction rules are 
given for reasoning about discrete divergence. 
1. Introduction 
Many formal notations have been proposed recently for specifying the require- 
ments and behaviour of real-time and hybrid systems, e.g. [l-3,8-10,13-17, 
19,22,24]. To our knowledge, all of these assume jnite uariabiliry (also called jinite 
convergence). Intuitively, this assumption states that within a bounded time interval 
the value of any proposition changes only finitely many times. Equivalently, only 
finitely many events occur in finite time. 
In real analysis, mathematicians have studied more general functions. For example, 
Courant and John [S] give the following examples of functions in their book on 
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calculus: y = sin( l/x) and y = x. sin( l/x). Both cross the x axis infinitely often in any 
arbitrarily small neighbourhood of x=0, and therefore both are considered finitely 
divergent. 
By jinite divergence we mean changing of the value of some proposition infinitely 
often within ajnite time interval. The proposition may represent a state which may be 
stable for nonzero time interval but may change infinitely often in a finite interval. 
Alternately, the proposition may represent an event which is instantaneous: finite 
divergence arises because infinitely many events occur in a finite time. For those two 
functions given above, in any arbitrarily small neighbourhood of x = 0 the infinitely 
changing state is ~30, whereas the infinitely often occurring event is y=O. 
Physical phenomena are usually approximated by mathematical models such as 
a set of differential equations. The assumption of finite convergence is adequate when 
dealing with classical control systems which can be described using certain classes of 
linear differential equations whose solutions always exhibit finite variability. How- 
ever, many physical phenomena cannot be described in this manner and a wider class 
of differential equations have to be used. Nonlinear differential equations are espe- 
cially common in problems dealing with fluid flow, thermodynamics and propulsion. 
Solutions of these equations can violate the finite convergence condition. (Solutions to 
some linear differential equations violate this assumption as well.) Thus, the adequacy 
of finite variability assumption can be questioned in general. 
Example 1.1. Consider the ideahsed model of a satellite falling towards a planet, using 
Newton’s laws of motion (which disregards relativistic effects at high speeds, effect of 
atmosphere and considers both objects as point objects). The satellite falls in a spiral 
with its period of revolution around the planet getting shorter and shorter. It reaches 
the planet in finite time. In the limit it makes infinitely many revolutions in this finite 
time thereby exihibiting finite divergence. 
The above example raises the possibility that the mathematical models of hybrid 
systems may have to deal with finite divergence, and that sound methods are needed 
to handle it. The other reason is that finite divergence appears to be expressible in 
most specification languages for hybrid systems. 
Example 1.2. Consider the example of a hybrid automaton [14] shown in Fig. 1. 
Intuitively, it is clear that this automaton must change state infinitely often within 
2 time units. Such behaviour is called Zeno behaviour. 
Special criteria, such as fixed minimum delay 6 on actions in timed CSP [ 191 or the 
requirement of progressiveness in Timed Automata [ 14,2] are sometimes adapted to 
restrict the behaviours to finitely convergent ones. Unfortunately, these criteria just 
make specifications such as Example 1.2 unsound (i.e. they have no admissible 
behaviours), and hence anything can be derived from them. The difficulty is that the 
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designer may not realise that the specification violates the condition of finite variabil- 
ity and may accept the conclusions. Thus, a theory to establish the consistency of the 
specification with the assumption of finite variability is still needed. Because of this, it 
may be more elegant to work within a theory which models the phenomenon of finite 
divergence. Absence of finite divergence can then be either postulated or proved when 
necessary within the theory. 
Mathematical analysis gives methods to reason about finitely divergent functions. 
For example, it is quite simple to evaluate jh sin( l/.x) dx. The key concept in reasoning 
about such functions is the notion of limit. This concept allows the calculation of 
finitely divergent functions to be approximated by the calculations of finitely conver- 
gent functions. The concepts of limit and its approximations have had a considerable 
impact on formulation of sound methods in real analysis. Because of the availability of 
such methods, there seems little reason to artificially keep the computing scientists 
away from finite divergence. 
In summary, we feel that understanding finitely divergent functions is a worth-while 
challenge to the computing scientists as they try to use more of continuous mathemat- 
ics to develop design techniques for hybrid systems. This paper makes a preliminary 
attempt to meet the challenge, by using the framework of the duration calculus [22] to 
examine the following puzzle which is an abstract mathematical model exhibiting 
finite divergence. 
The Cur-Bee problem: Car E and car W move towards each other at uniform and 
equal speed. The two cars will reach each other in r time units. A bee starts from the 
car E initially and flies to car W at twice the speed of the cars. On reaching car W the 
bee instantly reverses its direction and flies back to car E at the same speed. This 
behaviour is repeated endlessly till the two cars collide and squash the bee out of 
existence. What is the total time spent by bee when it is flying in the direction of the 
car W (i.e. from car E to car W)? 
Fig. 2 shows the positions of the bee and the cars in the time period [0, r]. 
We shall use a Boolean function B over time to formulate the problem. B(t)= 1 
means the bee is flying towards car W. We shall assume that the bee is very busy and 
does not rest for any time at cars E and W. Hence B(t)=0 will mean that the bee is 
jying towards car E. We shall only specify the function in interval [O,r] leaving its 
behaviour unspecified elsewhere. The question in the Car-Bee problem can now be 
precisely formulated: what is the value of f: B(t)dt? 
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Fig. 3 shows the graph of function B. 
Let us consider the qualitative behaviour of function B more closely. For any 
Boolean function P and time point t let 
yP(t) if 36:670. (Vt’:O<t’<S.P(t-t’)=l) 
This denotes that the value of P is 1 everywhere in some small left neighbourhood oft. 
Similarly, 
rfyt) E-r 36:670. (Vt’:O<t’<6.P(t+t’)=l) 
denotes that the value of P is 1 everywhere in some small right neighbourhood of t. 
Then the following function states that in some left neighbourhood of t the value of 
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P is constant: 
LS(P)(t) er \ P(t) v \(l P)(t) 
LS(P)(t) therefore denotes “lef stable P at t”. Similarly, we can define M(P)(t) to 
denote “right stable P at t”. Note that LS(P)(t) and RS( P)(t) do not say anything 
about the value of P at time t. 
Initially the bee flies towards car W. Consider any time point t: O<t<r. The bee 
can be at one of the cars or it can be between two cars. In either case, since the cars are 
nonzero distance apart, and the speed of the bee is finite, the bee must have been flying 
in the same direction for a small nonzero time period just before time t. Similarly, it 
must fly in the same direction for a small nonzero time period after time t. Hence, 
rB(0) A Vt: O<t<r. M(B)(t) A LS(B)(t) (1) 
It is interesting to consider the behaviour of function B near the time point r. As the 
two cars near each other, the period for which the bee flies in either direction becomes 
smaller and smaller. In the limit, when the cars collide, we cannot say that the bee was 
flying in exactly one direction for any nonzero length period. Thus, 
In other words function B is finitely divergent in the left neighbourhood of time point 
r. That is, in any small left neighbourhood of r function B changes value infinitely 
often. With real analysis, in presence of such finite divergence, we can still calculate the 
value & B(t)dt, and therefore precisely answer the question of the total flying time of 
the bee in the direction from car E to car W. 
In this paper, we shall use the framework of a variant of the duration calculus (or 
DC) [22] called the mean value calculus (or MVC) [23,1 I]. It provides a notation to 
describe so-called germs (such as 7 B and 7 B), which are predicates depending upon 
the value of a function in a neighbourhood [4]. It also provides a method to reason 
about integral of finitely variable Boolean functions in bounded intervals. In this 
paper, we shall extend MVC with integrals of functions with finite divergence, e.g. 
1: F( t)dt where F is an integrable function which could be divergent in interval [b, e]. 
For example, in presence of finite divergence only at point e, this entity can be defined 
as the limit: 
s e s x F(t)dt=lim F(t) dt b x-e b 
Note that we confine ourselves only to Boolean functions (taking values 0,l). Hence, 
the function JtF(t)dt is monotonic and bounded above by e-b. This means that its 
limit always exists (and is unique). Further, as function F exhibits finite divergence 
only at point e in the interval [b, e], function F is finitely convergent in interval [h, .x] 
where bdx <e. This implies that existing methods of the duration calculus can be 
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used for reasoning about JiF(t)dt. Especially, the induction rules of the duration 
calculus seem to be very useful for proving properties of such functions. For example, 
in the Car-Bee problem, we shall prove using the induction rules of the duration 
calculus that 
r-6 V&>O 3&r>6>0 0-L . ., . 
s ‘4 0 
B(t)dt,<s 
This allows us to conclude that 
s I 0 B(t)dr=; 
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the Car-Bee problem is 
formulated using the notation of the mean value calculus. Section 3 gives a hierarchy 
of sub-models and their axioms based on the nature of occurrence of finite divergence, 
such as discrete divergence, accumulative divergence and dense divergence. Section 
4 summarizes the main results and concludes the paper with some discussion. 
2. The Car-Bee problem in duration calculus 
Duration calculus has proved to be a useful family of models for describing 
requirements and behaviour of real-time systems. These include the integral calculus 
[22], the extended uration calculus [24] and the mean value calculus [23]. Here we 
shall use the mean value calculus to model the Car-Bee problem. 
2. I. Mean value calculus 
The mean value calculus is an extension of real arithmetic and interval temporal 
logic [12], where formulae are interpreted over bounded closed intervals. 
2.1.1. Syntax 
Let Var be a set of state variables ranged over by X, Y, Z. The set of states is 
generated by combining the state variables using the connectives of propositional 
logic, i.e. 
(1) Any state variable X is a state. 
(2) The special symbols 0 and 1 are states (denoting functions which are everywhere 
zero and one, respectively). 
(3) If P and Q are states, so are -I P and P v Q. 
The set of states induces a set of germs as follows: 
(1) If P is a state, then /* P and I P are germs. 
(2) If G1 and G2 are germs, so are 1 Gr and Gr v G1. 
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Notice that P P v 7 Q is a germ, whereas /* ( /1P v IQ) is not a germ. 
The set of terms is generated from the set of states and germs using functions, 
constants, and variables E, S, . . . of real arithmetics: 
(1) If S is a state or a germ, then sis a term (denoting the mean value of S). 
(2) The special symbol C! is a term (denoting the interval length). 
(3) Any variable E is a term. 
(4) Ift,,..., t, are terms and f is an n-ray function symbol of real arithmetics, then 
f(r i, . . . , t.) is a term. 
In this paper we use the standard functions: addition, multiplication and division of 
real arithmetics with their usual infix notation. 
The set of atomicfbrmulae is generated from the set of terms as follows: If t t, . . . , rn 
are terms and A is an n-ary relation on reals, then A(t,, . . . , t,) is an atomic formula. 
We use the binary comparison relations: <, <, > , 2 with their usual infix notation 
in this paper. 
The set of formulae of mean value calculus is generated from the atomic formulae 
using the connectives of real arithmetics and the modality - (chop) from interval 
temporal logic, i.e. 
(1) Any atomic formula A(t,, . . . , t.) is a formula. 
(2) If 9i and C& are formulae, so are ~59~) 9l v 9$, gl - iS2 and (V.s)gi, where E is 
a variable ranging over reals. 
2.1.2. Semantics with jinite variability 
The semantics of mean value calculus is sketched in this section. The reader is 
referred to [23] for the details of this definition. 
An interpretation YE Var+(Time+{O, l}) is a function associating a Boolean 
valued function of time with each state variable X. It is assumed that each function 
X,, d&f Y(X) has at most a finite number of discontinuity points in any bounded 
interval. 
The meaning of a state P in 9 is the function PS~Time-+{O, 1) which is defined 
pointwise from 9 using the meaning of the propositional connectives 1 and v . 
The meaning of a germ G in 9 is a function Ggs Time-+{O, 11. The value of 
(/1P),(t) is defined as a neighbourhood property as described in the introduction. 
Similarly for ( 7 P),(r). The values of (1 G1)9 and (G, v Gz),/ are defined as pointwise 
extensions of (G,), and (G,),Y. Notice that G, is integrable since each X,Y is. 
For a given interpretation 9, assignment c to variables, and interval [b, e] we have 
that a term t denotes a real number. 
We just give the definitions for mean value and length. The mean value of S, 
depends only on 9 and [b,e] and its meaning is given by 
e-b=0 
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The meaning of the symbol / only depends on the interval [h,e], i.e. 
t[b,e] E’fe-h 
A formula 9 denotes, for a given interpretation 9, assignment o to variables, and 
interval [b,e], a truth value. By $, 0, [b, e] + 9 we denote that 9 is true, and by 
9,0, [b, e] k 9 that 9 is false. We only give clauses for chop, 
Y,a, [b,e] + 91n9Z iff 
forsomem~[b,e]:~,o,[b,m]~~~ and4,a,[m,e]+& 
and for universal quantification, 
$,o,[h,e]k(Va)9 iff for every real number r: X,(at[~~rl),[b,e]k9 
where at [EH v] is the assignment obtained from o by mapping the variable E to the 
real number r. 
2.1.3. Abbreviations 
The standard abbreviations from propositional and predicate logic will be used in 
states, germs, and formulae. 
The integral of S, i.e. IS, can be defined as the term: 
The original mean value calculus introduced another set of germs: t P, 1 P, T P, and 
I P. The germ (t P)(t) = 1 iff there is a left neighbourhood of t where P is zero and 
a right neighbourhood of t where P is one. Thus P changes from zero to one at t. 
Similarly ( J P)( t) = 1 iff P changes from one to zero at t. The germ ( T P)(r) = 1 iff P is 
one in both a left and a right neighbourhood of t, and (I P)(t) = 1 iff P is zero in both 
a left and a right neighbourhood of t. These germs can be defined as follows: 
TP ef \lPA rP 
_1P lzf \PA r1P 
IP dLf \lPA r-lP 
The germs introduced here can be defined in terms of the original ones since we 
have the identities: 
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rP=TPv tP 
Notice that these identities rely on finite variability. They do not hold when diver- 
gence is allowed. 
Let S range over states and germs. The following abbreviation will be often used 
later: 
rsl Cf rps=i 
rsl 2 ho A l((e>o)-rl sy(e>o)) 
rsl* ef rsl+slo 
where r S 1 reads: S is true (one) everywhere inside a nonpoint interval. 
For any germ G we shall abbreviate r G 1” to G. Thus considered as a formula Y P 
means that the interval of consideration is a point interval for which P is one 
everywhere in a left neighbourhood. Notice that this convention is consistent since for 
instance /* ( T P) is not a germ. 
We shall frequently use the following modalities: 
09 2’ true-(g-true) meaning “for some sub-interval 9” 
09 ‘? 1 (o(-I 9)) meaning “for all sub-intervals 9” 
meaning “for some suffix interval 9” 
q ,CB 2’ i (o,(i 9)) meaning “for all suffix intervals 9” 
2.1.4. Proqf system assumingjinite variability 
The proof system of mean calculus consists of the following axioms and induction 
rules in addition to the axioms and rules given by interval temporal logic. 
The axioms are: 
(Al) (5=0 
642) O<S 
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(A3) s1 vs2 = s~+s~--s~ AS2 
(A4) (S*e=r+s)o (S*e=r)-(S*f=s), r,s>O 
(~5) r i 3 rweuo 
(A6) rS]* =z. S=l 
(A7) [PI-true o rP^(e>O) 
(Ag) true^rP] 0 (f!>O)- \P 
The induction rules are as follows: 
The forward induction rule: 
mr 1) 
~(x)~~(xvx-rslvx-rlsl 
X(true) 
The backward induction rule: 
z(r 1) 
~(x)he(xVrsl-xVrlsl-x) 
X( true) 
These axioms and proof rules have been shown to constitute a relatively complete 
proof system for MVC with respect to interval temporal logic [l 11. 
The following two theorems can be derived using the induction rules: 
(Thl) qr lvtruenrS1vfruenrlS1) 
(Th2) q ([ 1~rS1~tr~e~r~ Sl-true) 
It is easy to see that these two theorems formalise finite variability. 
2.1.5. A mean value calculus with finite divergence 
The restriction on each interpretation 9 that X,, has at most a finite number of 
discontinuity points in any interval [b, e] is from now on relaxed to: X,, is “Lebesgue 
integrable” in any interval [b,e]. By that we allow presence of finite divergence. 
With this relaxation we have to weaken the proof system. E.g. (Thl) and (Th2) must 
not be theorems any more. Axioms (Al)-(A8) are still sound whereas the induction 
rules are not. In the section we provide weaker and sound induction rules. First some 
definitions about the stability and divergence germs are stated. 
L&s(P) E YPV \lP 
RS(P) dLf rPv rlP 
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D(P) (2 1 Is(P) v 1 RS(P) 
Here the germ D(P) represents divergence. 
The following property holds for “everywhere right convergent” intervals: 
me(P) E q (r 1 v r Pl-true v rl Pl-true) 
i.e., any subinterval is either a point interval or the value of P is right-stable at the 
beginning. 
Similarly, “everywhere left convergent” intervals can be defined as 
ELc(P) 3 q 1 v ttw--r Pl v me-r7 PI) 
The following property states that the interval is everywhere convergent 
EC(P) 2’ ELK(P) A ERC(P) 
Recall that this property EC(P) was assumed for all intervals in the original duration 
calculus as well as the original mean value calculus. 
Theorem 2.1. 
ERC(P) o r lVrRS(P)l”-rRS(P)l 
ELC(P) + r 1 v r u(p) 1-r LS(P)~~ 
Proof. These can easily be proved using Axioms (A7) and (A8). 0 
We have considered divergence as a property of a point. Actually, it is a neighbour- 
hood property. On the other hand convergence has been defined as a property of an 
interval. Axioms (A7) and (A8) as well as the above theorem show that the two 
concepts are closely interrelated. 
Property “internally everywhere convergent” states that every point inside the 
interval is convergent. However, the endpoints of the interval may be divergent. 
def r 1 V 
ZEC(P) = 
V&l,EZ>oI &1+&2dd. e=E1-EC(P)-e=EZ 
Theorem 2.2 
XC(P) o rRS(P) A U(P)1 V r 1 
The induction rules of MVC have to be replaced by the following rules. 
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The left convergence induction rule: 
wr 11 
The right convergence induction rule: 
s(r 11 
zyx)tiqxvrP 1 _. vrlq-x) 
WJwP)) 
The above rules are weaker than the original induction rules. In the next section 
they are used in the proof for the Car-Bee problem. 
2.2. The Car-Bee problem 
The formulation of the Car-Bee problem is divided into two parts where one is 
independent of the exact speed of the bee and the other describes that the speed of the 
bee is twice the speed of a car. 
Speed independent part: 
The episode lasts for r time units: 
/=r (3) 
Initially the bee starts at car E and flies towards car W. 
7 B-true (4) 
As stated before (in the introduction (1)) we have 
r wm A RS(B) i (5) 
Once the bee starts flying towards car Wit continues to do so till it reaches the car 
W. Then it reverses its direction of flight. Since the bee flies faster than the car, this 
change of direction will happen before the collision. 
q ,(rBl-true = rBl-rlB-L>O) (6) 
Once the bee starts flying towards car E it continues to do so till it reaches the car 
W. 
q e(rl Bl-true +. rl Bl- rB^f>O) (7) 
The above five properties are independent of the exact value of speed at which the bee 
flies. Let their conjunction be denoted by QBee. 
Property (5) postulates the convergence of B during the episode. Also, note that 
KS(B)(O)= 1 as initially bee flies towards car W (Property (4)). We shall not say 
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anything about U(B)(O) and RS(B)( r as we are only interested in the behaviour ) 
during the interval [0, r]. Also, we will not specify the value of B when the bee is at one 
of cars. 
Theorem 2.3. 
QBee + EC(B)-(t=x), for all x: O<x<r 
QBee + true-1 (true-r B 1 v true-r1 B 1) 
That is QBee a true-1 D(B) 
QBee 3 4 v-r Bi=>r Bi) 
QBee =- q (rl Bl----rl Bl=+l Bl) 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
Proof. (A) can be proved by Property (5) and Theorem 2.1. The other results follow 
from Properties (6) and (7) and Theorem 2.1. q 
Speed dependent part: The following properties are based on the exact speed at 
which the bee flies. 
l The bee flies at twice the speed of a car. Hence, the bee and one car move towards 
each other at thrice the speed of the car, whereas the cars move towards each other 
at twice the speed of each car. Assume that initially the bee is at car E and that it 
flies to (and reaches) car W. Also assume that it takes the cars x time units to reach 
each other. Then the bee must reach the car W for the first time in $.Y time units: 
(r Bl”LB-true) A t’=x - (r B1 A k=$x)-JB-true (8) 
l In the general case, assuming that the bee is at car E and flying to car W, if the cars 
are at a distance such that it takes x units of time for them to reach each other, then 
the bee reaches the car W in 3x time units: 
k? 
( 
(TB-r Bl-LB-true) A /=x 
- (rB1 A f’=+x)-LB-true ) 
(9) 
l Symmetrically, once the bee is at car Wand flying to car E, if the cars are at such 
a distance that it takes x time units for them to reach each other, then the bee will 
reach car E in 3x time units: 
q , (LB-r7 Bl”fB^true) A t=X 
= (r7 Bl A e=$x)^tB^true 
(10) 
2.3. Car-Bee problem solution 
Let Bee denote the conjunction of properties (3) to (10). With some analysis, it can 
be shown that the following theorem is true. We shall formally carry out the proof of 
this theorem in mean value calculus. 
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Theorem 2.4. Bee * jB = jr. 
First we derive a simple consequence of Bee. 
Lemma 2.5. 
(a) Bee + (rBjAe=+)-lB-I=fr 
(b) Bee + q ,(fB-e=x=(rBl A e=$~)-Jlre=~~) 
(c) Bee + q ,(lB-e=x~(rlB1~e=3~)n~Bn~=~~) 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Properties (3) (4) (6) and (8). Part (b) follows from Axiom 
A7 and Properties (6) and (9). Part (c) follows from Axiom A7 and properties (7) and 
(10). 0 
The following lemma establishes an upper bound on the time taken by the bee to 
reach one of the cars. It states that if the bee is flying towards car W then within 
a bounded time it will start flying towards car E and vice versa. 
Lemma 2.6. 
Proof. 
EC(B)-L=E =+ EC(B)- 
e=& A 
G<$E-(tB v JB)-true > 
By the right convergence induction rule using %‘(X) y 
VE: r3~>0. Bee a 
To establish the base case #(I I), consider an arbitrary E, r 2 E > 0, and suppose 
Bee. Then 
r l-e=& + r l- /=&A 
e<$E-~Bntrue 
must hold, since if the left-hand side of the implication is true, then E = r by Property 
(3) of Bee and Lemma 2.5(a) then gives the desired conclusion. 
For the inductive step we must show 
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So suppose x(X). Then we must establish the following: 
V’6: r>,6>0. Bee * 
(XV x-p+ x-r1 sl)-e=s 
+. (xvx-rqvx-rlq)- ( e=6A e<@-(tB v JB)-true 1 
Consider an arbitrary 6 such that r 2 6 > 0 and suppose Bee. By propositional ogic 
and monotonicity of chop, it is sufficient to prove the following three implications: 
(i) x-e=6 =a x- ( e=l? A t<$d-(tB v LB)-true 1 
(ii) x-rq-e=s = x 
-rBl- (;;&TBv ~B)-true 1 
(iii) X-rlq-e=s + x 
-rl B1n(:ZidA-(TBv LB)-true 1 
Notice first that the implication (i) follows directly from the induction hypothesis 
2(X). So consider next (ii). We have that 
x-rBl-d=6 
which implies, by Property (5) that 
x-rq-( 7~ v p1 B)-e=6 
By distributing - over v we have two cases to consider. 
First, 
a Xnp31-JB-l=h (using Axiom (A7)) 
a x-rBi-lB- ~$AetB_true) (by Lemma 2.5(3)) 
Second, 
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where the last step follows by considering the length of intervals and by using 
Theorem 2.3(c). 
The proof of case (iii) is similar. By the induction rule, we have established 
Z(EC(B)) which ends the proof of the lemma. Cl 
The next lemma is the main one showing that the duration of B can be arbitrarily 
close to $r under the assumption guaranteed by Lemma 2.6. 
Lemma 2.7. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction using: x(X 
YE: r>c>O. Bee a 
i ( x-w- ,“,“,;_,,,, > s a B+;- A 
To establish the base case x(r 1) consider an arbitrary E such that r 2 E > 0. Notice 
first that 
and that Bee - (r B l-true). 
Thus we have that Bee implies 
For the inductive step suppose A?(X). Then Z(X v X-r B 1 v X-r1 B 1) must 
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be proved, i.e. 
i 
(x dq-Blv x-r1 
! => B= s A (XvX-[BlvX-rl 
=j B=3r/4-36/4-t’=6 s 
Consider an arbitrary 6, such that r 2 6 >O, and suppose Bee. We prove the 
following six implications: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
> s 
+ 
x74-r Bi- 
> s 
=+. 
xnr1 B1 [Bl-true 
n(C=6n ) j [B++~ 
x-rv-rm rBjmtrue n(‘=Sn ) + ~,+;-,=, 
) a /B+--+8 
The cases (i), (ii), (iv), and (vi) follow directly from the induction hypothesis A?(X) 
(notice that r Bl o r Bl-r Bl and rl Bl o rl Bl-[l Bl by Theorem 
2.3(c, d)). 
So consider case (iii): 
x-rlBi-vi- fyy,-,,,, ( ) 
+ X-r7 Bl^ (;~~‘A)n(f~6B;_-,,e) (for some 6’>0) 
= X-r1 Bl-(~~~’ n)n(~~6B;_true) (by Property (9): S’=26) 
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j B_3’ 3.36_ d=26r\ 
s 4 4 ( ) rB1 -t=6 (by S(X), with s=36) 
j &;-~+2~^[=6 
s 
Case(v) is proved by 
+ XnrBln(r”-l~~)^(f~~~rrur) (for some 6’>0) 
=s. XnrBln((ilZB6;)^(~B=~noue) (by Property (10): S’=26) 
=, B+-;- 
s 
e=2L? A 
( 1 r-i -f=d (by Z(X), with a=36) 
=, B+!+j 
s 
(IT B+jB=O) 
which ends the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Vd: r36>0. Bee =z- (O<$--jB<b)_e<b. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary 6, such that r B 6 > 0, and suppose Bee. Then by Lemma 
2.6 there is a y such that y6$6 and EC(B)-t=y^(fB v J.B)^t=d-y and by 
Lemma 2.7 (0<3r/4-~B<6--y)-t!=d-y 0 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Consider now an arbitrary .s>O, such that r >E >O, and 
suppose Bee. Then by Lemma 2.8 (choosing 6 = SE): 
(oc~r-~B<~~)-b<~~ 
which implies, using A4 and O<s B <e, that 
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Therefore, 
s 
B=ar q 
3. A classification of finite divergence 
In this paper we have considered very general Boolean functions of time as models 
of duration formulae. The following notions illustrate the richness of the allowed 
models and also the expressive power of the notation used. Recall that 
D(P) dLf 1 M(P) V-I RS(P) 
This states that the function P is divergent either in the left neighbourhood or in the 
right neighbourhood. Also, 
EC(P) o r 1 v r U(P) A RS(P) 1 
which states that the interval is convergent everywhere inside -divergence can arise at 
most at the end points. 
3. I. Dense divergence 
In one extreme we can consider a function P which is “everywhere divergent”. This 
is specified by the formula: 
ED(P) 2 rD(p)1o-rD(p)-j-rD(p)10 v f-w)10 
The following proposition states that if every point inside an interval of nonzero 
length is divergent then the end points of the interval are also divergent. Thus, there 
cannot be isolated nondivergent points. 
Proposition 3.1. ED(P) e r D(p) 1 v r D(p) 10 
Consider a weaker property which states the “divergent points are everywhere 
dense”. That is, in every interval of nonzero length there is a divergent point. 
DPED(P) 2’ q (r 1 v or D(p) 10) 
Proposition 3.2. DPED(P) o r 1 v ED(P) 
This shows that there is no difference between functions which are densely divergent 
everywhere and the everywhere divergent functions. 
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Example 3.3. We give a function P which is a model of DPED(P). This function was 
originally defined by Dirichlet. Let 22 be set of rational numbers. Let 
P(x)= 
i 
1 XE_Z 
0 x$22 
We can also define the property that “Divergent points are nowhere dense”. Let 
DPND(P) Z l orD(~) 1 
3.2. Discrete divergence 
We now consider the case where the set of divergent points is discrete. This means 
that every divergent point has some small neighbourhood which is free of other 
divergent points. 
We first define the “discrete divergent begin point” property for an interval: the 
interval must have nonzero length and it must begin with an internally everywhere 
convergent subinterval. Of course the start point of the interval can be divergent. 
DDBP(P) 2’ ([EC(P) A l>O)-true 
Similarly, “discrete divergent end point” is defined by the formula. 
DDEP( P) !f true-(l>O A IX(P)) 
“Everywhere discrete divergent” can be stated as 
EDD(P) 2’ q (r 1 V (DDBP(P) A DDEP(~))) 
An important consequence of this definition is that any bounded interval satisfying 
EDD(P) can be partitioned into a finite sequence of subintervals each of which is 
IEC(P). 
These definitions pose an interesting question: Can there be a distribution of 
divergent points which is not discrete and at the same time nowhere dense? In other 
words, does there exist a model where following formula is satisfied? 
DPND(P) A 1 EDD(P) 
The answer is affirmative and given by the following case of accumulative divergence. 
3.3. Accumulative divergence 
The divergent points can arise at points defined by the terms of a convergent series. 
In this case, the limit of the series is called the accumulation point. The main property 
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of accumulation point is that there is no small neighborhood of it which is internally 
everywhere convergent. 
l Accumulative divergent begin point 
ADBP(P) fir e>o A lDDBP(P) 
l Accumulative divergent end point 
ADEP(P) if e>o A lDDEP(P) 
l Somewhere accumulative divergent point 
SADP(P) 2’ o(ADBP(P) v ADEP(P) 
The following proposition states that the accumulation point of series of divergent 
points is itself divergent. This is because in every small neighbourhood of the point 
there is a divergent point. This means that function P changes infinitely often in any 
small neighbourhood of the point. 
Proposition 3.4. ADBP( P) + r D(P) Jon true 
We now consider some examples of accumulative divergence. 
3.3.1. Accumulutive divergence in timed CSP 
Here, we consider Timed CSP (as in [6]) where no lower bound 6 on execution time 
is assumed for actions. Consider the process below where a is a primitive event. 
Process P Q, Q denotes a process which behaves like process P up to t time units. Then 
it times out and behaves like process Q (started at time t). 
y:=r; 
pY.(x:=y;(pX.wait x;a;x:=~x;X)o,,(y:=~y; Y)) 
Consider an execution of the above process where action a and the assignment actions 
do not take any time. Further, wait x takes exactly x units of time. We plot the 
occurrences of a versus time in Fig. 4. 
It is then clear that time points 2r, 2r + r, 2r + r + r/2 . . . are all divergent. Hence, time 
point 4r has accumulative divergence. On the other hand, if we assume that every 
action takes a minimum of 6 time units then all the executions of this process are free 
of divergence. 
3.3.2. Accumulative divergence in hybrid automata 
The hybrid automaton in Example 1.2 exhibits finite divergence. We now extend 
the hybrid automata notation [14] with a construct which allows us to recover from 
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Occurrence of a 
Discrete Divergence 
Accumulative Divergence 
3.5r 4r time 
Fig. 4 
div x,y:-0,l 
Fig. 5 
divergence by a transition which is enabled at divergent points in time. (See Fig. 5.) 
The box containing two states represents a super state as in the state-charts. It is clear 
that this automaton can exhibit finite divergence. The transition labelled div denotes 
that at a divergent time point, the automaton will move to the initial state. The reader 
can convince him/her-se!f that the divergence can be accumulative but not dense. On 
the other hand, there are runs where divergence does not arise. Transition dio can also 
be defined by the values of variables x, y after introducing limit: dio dAf lim .Y = lim y = 0. 
It seems that by introducing the limit in the description of transitions, we can 
formulate Dioeryenl Hybrid Automata. 0 
3.4. A hierarchy qfmodels 
Based on the above properties we can define a hierarchy of models. 
General models: Here no assumptions are made about the nature of divergence. In 
particular, the set of divergent points may form a dense set. No restrictions are put on 
the interpretation 9. 
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Nondense divergence models: Here it is assumed that the set of divergent points is 
nowhere dense. However, there may be an infinite number of such points in a bounded 
interval. This is because of the presence of accumulative divergent points. The axiom 
schema 
DPND(P) 
(where P ranges over states) defines this class of models. 
Discrete divergence models: It is assumed that divergent points from a discrete set. 
Thus, any divergent point has a small neighbourhood not containing any other 
divergent point. This implies that within a bounded interval there are only finitely 
many divergent points. 
The axiom schema 
EDD(P) 
defines this class of models. This axiom states that 
q (r 1 v (ZEC(P) A d>O)-true A true-(ZEC(P) A e>O)) 
i.e. any bounded interval can be partitioned into a finite sequence of sub-intervals each 
satisfying ZEC(P). 
The following induction rule and its symmetric ounterpart (both valid in general 
models) are characteristic of this class of models. 
&‘(X) t- x(X v X-ZEC(P)) 
i%?( true) 
We believe that the axioms and proof-rules of the mean value calculus given in Section 
2.1.5, together with the above induction rule completely axiomatize this class of 
models. 
Extended Cur-Bee problem: We consider a small generalisation of the Car-Bee 
problem. We assume that the cars are moving on a circular track. Further at time r the 
cars do not collide but just pass each other and the earlier behaviour is repeated. The 
episode finishes at time 3r. 
The specification GBee can be given similarly to specification Bee. We give some of 
its clauses. 
e=3r 
f=nr-/*B-true n=O,1,2 
f=nr-([U(B) A RS(B)l A e=r)-true n=O, l,2 
Then it is easy to show that 
GBee =D ZEC(B)-ZEC(B)-ZEC(B) 
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that is 
GBee 5 HID(B) 
By a proof similar to the Car-Bee proof we can show that for n = 0, 1,2: 
GBee * e=nr- 
U 
B=qr A f=r 
> 
-true 
that is, 
GBee * [B=$rnk=frnk=fr 
Then, using Axiom (A4) we get, 
GBee a 
s 
B=$r 
It is interesting to note that the interval [0,3r] satisfies the property ERC(B) in spite 
of occurrence of three divergent points in it. All the three points are right-stable. 
No divergence models: Here it is assumed that 9 is such that there are no divergent 
points. The axiom schema 
EC(P) 
defines this class of models. 
The original mean value calculus axiomatizes this class of models. 
On proving absence ofjnite divergence: In most practical situations, we would like 
to establish that the specified system behaviour is free of finite divergence. We now 
consider a method for giving this proof. 
The following axiom states that for each nonpoint interval there exists a nonzero 
lower bound 6 such that in any subinterval of length less than 6 the function can 
change value at atmost one point. 
vw~f+ 
AXEC(P) f x+0. o 
i 
o<kk- p-q-_r~~vr~~-rl plv 
\rl q-rfqql pi-r1 q 11 
Proposition 3.5 below provides us with a general method for proving that a function is 
everywhere convergent (or finitely variable) in an interval: To prove EC(P), we must, 
from the description of the interval, prove AX%(P) by finding a suitable 6. 
Proposition 3.5. EC(P) - AXEC(P) 
This proposition can be taken as a criterion to justify the finite variability of 
a system (e.g. a CSP program or a hybrid automaton). 
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4. Discussion 
Most previous research on specification languages for real-time and hybrid systems 
has apriorily rejected finite divergence. Thus, the soundness of these theories assumes 
that the specified systems will not exhibit finite divergence. In view of occurrence of 
finite divergence in examples uch as Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the Car-Bee problem 
and also in theories of nonlinear systems, we feel that the topic is at least worth 
investigation. The challenge is then to extend existing specification languages to allow 
finite divergence. But to meet this challenge successfully, the resulting language should 
remain simple and abstract as otherwise one could just use the very general notation 
of mathematical analysis. 
In this paper, we have tried to give a theory of finitely divergent Boolean functions of 
time using integral as the measure of the duration of states over bounded intervals. We 
have used the framework of mean value calculus [23,1 l] for this, and thereby extended 
it with finite divergence. The MVC notation allows us to classify finite divergence into 
dense, accumulative and discrete divergence by suitable axioms, and to organise the 
models of MVC into a hierarchy. We have given an axiomatization of discrete 
divergence. Below, we propose a general scheme for reasoning about accumulative 
divergence of finite order. We must emphasize that the subject matter of this paper is very 
new for hybrid systems area. Our results here can only be claimed to be preliminary. 
Divergence as germ event: Hybrid systems can be described using any of the two 
interrelated notations - that of an event and that of a state. An event is a Boolean 
function of time which is true only at isolated points. A state is a Boolean function 
which has no isolated change points. Mean value calculus has the ability to use both 
these forms of description. An interesting type of a function is given by a germ which 
essentially depends upon the behaviour of another function in the neighbourhood of 
the argument. 
Convergence and divergence turn out to be germ functions. Thus, convergence and 
divergence can be also axiomatised as properties of intervals. Axioms (A7) and (A8) 
and Theorem 2.1 show that the two views are interrelated. 
Proof rules for accumulative divergence: We believe that the proof rules given are 
relatively complete for discrete divergence. It seems harder to completely axiomatize 
accumulative but nondense divergence. In Section 3.3.1 we give an example of 
accumulative divergence. We can call this “first-order accumulative divergence” as it 
arises due to accumulation of discrete divergent points. Such divergence is character- 
ised by the axiom: 
AD,(P) ‘!$ r 1 v ((IEDD(P) A e>O)-true) A (true-(lEDD(P) A f>O)) 
where IEDD(P) “2’ r 1 v VE~,.Q>O: E~+E~G~. ~=E~-EDD(P)~L’=E, 
The property IEDD( P) describes “internally everywhere discrete divergent” intervals, 
i.e. accumulative divergence can at most arise at the end points of such intervals. 
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Properties of an IEDD(P) interval can be established as the limit of the properties of 
its EDD(P) subintervals. This is analogous to the way in which the properties of 
IEC(P) intervals are established as the limit of the properties of its EC(P) subinterval 
(for an example, see Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.4). 
The axiom ADr(P) states that any bounded interval can be partitioned into a finite 
sequence of ZEDD(P) subintervals. The following induction rule and its symmetric 
counterpart (both valid in general models) are characteristic of these class of models. 
They allow reasoning about ADi functions in terms of IEDD(P) fragments. 
wr I) 
z?(X) k X(X v x-IEDD(P)) 
Z(ADl(P)) 
Of course, the first-order accumulative divergent points themselves can occur in 
a convergent series giving rise to “second-order accumulative divergence”. This 
hierarchy extends ad infinitum. By an axiom and an induction rule similar to the one 
above, we can reason about the nth order accumulative divergence in terms of 
(n - 1)th order accumulative divergence. 
It should be noted that there are models which show accumulative divergence of 
any order and these still are not densely divergent. The divergent hybrid automaton of 
Section 3.3.2 can exhibit accumulative divergence of any order, but not dense diver- 
gence. Further, let S1 be the state where 1= 1 A j=O and Sz be the state where 
i = 0 A p = 1. Then the invariant 1 Si = 2s S2 holds for any of its executions. An open 
problem is how to prove this invariant. Similarly, it is not difficult to give a Timed 
CSP process which exhibits accumulative divergence of arbitrary given order but not 
dense divergence (its construction is analogous to that of the process in Section 3.3.1). 
The question of completely axiomatising dense divergence may be beyond the 
capabilities of MVC which is based on the arithmetic functions of mean values. Also, 
we are not aware of examples of hybrid systems where such divergence arises 
naturally. 
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